The most feared bounty hunter, Boba Fett, and female Mandalorian warrior, Sabine Wren, made an appearance at the Dixie Center to help kick off the first day of Junior and Cadet pitching and to try their hands at some horseshoe pitching.

**JUNIOR PARTY**

When the pitching is finished and the new 2017 Junior and Cadet champions have been crowned, it will be time to kick back, relax and unwind at the Traditional Junior Party held during the annual NHPA Hall of Fame Banquet.

- Date: Sunday, July 23rd
- Time: 5pm-8pm
- Location: Dixie Center Theater and Rosenbruch Wildlife Museum
- Activities: Magic Show - Wildlife Museum Tour - Kid Friendly Movie

For more information and to sign up, visit the registration counter located in the front lobby.
SUMMER 100’S TOURNAMENT

The Southern Utah Horseshoe Pitchers Association invites you to participate in the 2017 Summer 100 shoe toss. The format of this Horseshoe Pitching event is reminiscent of the method for qualifying to pitch in the World Tournament when the Worlds was held in Utah several decades ago. Then, legendary contestants, such as Fernando Isais and Ted Allen, pitched 200 shoes and the 36 players with the most points scored were seeded into the Championship Class. It is said that one would need to pitch above 475 points just to make the cut! If anyone fell short, they could re-enter as many times as they wanted to try to make the cut.

Dates: each day, July 17-19, except Sunday
Times: Late evenings
Location: St. George Horseshoe Courts (JC Snow Park
Entry: $20 per adult entry; $10 Junior/Cadet entry
You may enter as many times as you like.

IMPORTANT MEETINGS

The Regional Director/Sanctioned League/State Officers combined meeting will be held in the Green Spring room at the Dixie Center at 2:00 pm, Saturday, July 22.

GAME RELATED SALES

Jewelry, carry cases, towels, measuring tools, previous-year world tournament pins and patches, and, of course, HORSESHOES!

All can be found at the Game Related Sales booth in the front lobby. GRS is being dissolved at the conclusion of this World Tournament, so you’d best get’em before they’re gone!

ANNUAL CONVENTION

The Annual NHPA delegate meeting will take place in the auditorium at the Dixie Convention Center, beginning at 8:30 a.m. Sunday, July 23.

Danish and beverages will be provided for delegates.

CANDIDATES FOR 4TH V.P.

Running for the office of NHPA 4th Vice President are Rob Hagman, MN, and Ron Smith, LA.

Both men are dedicated to the NHPA and the sport of horseshoe pitching and are seen around the World Tournament carrying out very important roles.

Rob has served as Natstats Director and World Tournament IT Director, setting up and maintaining all the electronics and serves as Webmaster for the Minnesota Charter.

Ron has spent many hours working on the setup and maintenance of the actual horseshoe courts and maintains them throughout the World Tournament. He is the Regional Director of Louisiana and Vice President of the Cajun Horseshoe Pitching Association.

FREE $15 Gift Card
Stop by RTPR Booth during NHPA tournament and get your FREE Gift card
"no purchase necessary for Gift Card"
Plus 15% off any purchase
Questions: Julie Ostler
801-837-9345
www.great4pain.com